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MEASURING.READING PERFORMANCE INFORMALLY

William R. Powell
University of Florida

In the very early days of motion pictures when Western thrillers were

shown in the ranch owns of, the West, real cowboys would ride in from miles'

around to gee the Saturday'night show. As they sat in dingy theaters,

they would watch the villain ride across the screen shooting up:the town,

robbing banks, and holding lovely heroines at his mercy. It is said that

the cowboyS sometimes became so excited 4nd enraged at the Villain that

they'Would'pull out their own guns and. shoot at the screen.
o

//

The absurdity of this effort is readily apparent. If they had wanted

P

to- "get the villain they would have done-better to turn in their seats and

shoot out theproSec-tor-rThesc-reeniiia-son-ly- theref-lectio
A

The problemwas somewhere else, difficult to get to, but no -less real:

Reading professionals may be spending their .time shooting at screens.

At a reading conference in Chicago, Johns (1976) asked 24 professionals

their views regarding 24 given statements about the informal reading

inventory. It is interesting that those reading people were most concerned

that the IRI overestimated,the proper reading level for instruction (18,

of 24 respondents). However, statements showing concern about the validity,

reliability; the Lriteril for determining levels were ranked 15th, 16th,

and 17th respectively. There was apparent* little awareness on the part of

these professionals that the problem for which they were most concerned was

>,
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a mere reflection of the things they rated so relatively. insignificant.

The informal reading inventory (IRI) is a teacher constructed. test

2 .

which can be used to measure oral reading performance. It is a record of

,a reader's performance in a sueession Of short1125-175 words) reading

passages of increasing difficulty. Steuver (1967) has shoWn that it takes

a.- passage length in this range for the quantitative errors to stablize

subsequent qualitative analysis may be done, if desired.

The record,is obtained by having a studeptread each passage while

the teacher Monitors the, oral reading perforMance and asks previously

prepared, varied questions about each passage. .The teacher keeps a 'record

of the oral reading errors and responses to the questions. The reading

O

passages_should be taken from or should be equivalent in difficulty to

books used for instruction in the classroom.

,4 The,-.purpose of an !RI is to allow a teacher to make .a semi-controlled

9.

obterva;ion of the many characteristics of a child's reading performance.

The results of:an IRI should predicts the" -book level, *abily level, or

level,pf;t1iffftulty.0.44ect-can proceWat three leVels'I.Of'perfermance
,

atcording.tto_specifi44,,criteria, It it certain characterfstics of observed

,

..1700,119,-,beha0brand-the:sOecifiedcriteria-,mbich are the focus-Of this

aracter;i;sticsr:;of KOrai< Readings,-'Behavior

r?irnary wand: soral: .Ae.cling. data reveal, that .

ree's*W41-ggrfgr41411440 a4140ding:variable errdr pattern

,amt440.0 4.46,1; Al4w7kat .0Orm#A greater Pr9i1.4ction of and iatitwle \
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.."-fOr 'error than in increasingly more difficultmaterial. There is an

db** pattern of error ratios from high error ratios to low ones, from

TrOdUction:Of -.Many errors, to- a reduced number of miscues.- (Powell, 1970;

POwell-..anCOUnkerd.',. 1971; Dunkeld, -1970;, Page, 1975; Spache, 1963; Durrell ,

,1965.;','GiliifOre,,l968;:'Gray;.19*63; Isakson and Miiler, 1978.)

This reducing error pattern:prodUceS a differential effect of observed

-accuracy. te)*17-Ylue,$). aCross. PerformanCe in first,grade material
! r

13,qt.Ifefii*IPPe=.10i sixth. §rade,naterial.. Error valueS of

attory-,perfOt*ance is not tbe Same_for'eacfr level . There is an

.40640, of Okpt.-e' two -and- one -half percent difference betWeen ;levels as

the-,:naterial.;inCreases in diffiCUlty-. This pattern .creates an -inverse
.

-.-telationOi.P-;k)4Ween_leVels of difficulty- and latitude for terror in

aCtekta0e:,ranges, of .perforMance. (Powell, 12970;Dunkeldi 1970)

flife--j(ey-to;--thit ,movement across different reading levelS' is the

ofthe material..? Difficulty or maturity of

written language, not the grade *placement or age.of the reader, is the

'Prtillqr,YtfaCtor,effeCting error ,production, (Powell,, 1971; Watkins, 1953.)

K' nsbour.ne 0976)- has observed that when a youngster experienceS difficulty

ea.di.ng,. the nature of his errors represents- the leVel of difficulty of

e,material (expressed in readability grade level estimates) at. which he

iitqforyi*,,ratho' than his chronological grade .placements.
i

04WPOWAY '' '0), 1541
.,

e.:0.atler #e.'material'Ahe more error that, can be tolerated and still
-,-

lsfactory '0:der standtng. *As the material. increases in difficulty,
._ ,, -'-,,

est,,er4iatilati,t4de .fSperiti#01, -for understanding. Students in material
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.preir to scond-.grade-difficulty can cope with more error and, maintain
/

-kinder tanding tha inmaterial from:the three to five range, which An turn
; / = ,,: ,.._.,

.Cap, tolerate more e ror than in material bf sixth grade difficulty dr
. .. .

,;:':/. 1..

igher. Readers-toleate,error in an inverse relationship to the diffi-I the:: ,, t, lty,of the material.. .(Powell, 1971; Page, 1975; Dunkeld,,-1970.)
, ,

Support for these findings also comes from growth in cognitive devel-

opment ,studies 'Wohlwill'.(1962) indicates that the movement from perception

.-tO;T`eaSoning.perMits::a.deCreasein..d.OISPIldence of behavior on information
0.. . . , . .,

, ..
. . . i

from the immediate, stimulus field. This movement is due to a decrease in

0.

4

.
:redundancy, an increase in seictivity, and increase in the temporal

-and:'spatial contiguity-tolerated. (pp. 98-102)

Whenta stydent, reaches approximately the fifth grade instructional

reading level., iti doubtful if the tcriterion. of word recognition accuracy

_

-g-viat pp-ar-en t

.(1976)-i and tif4iejcetc-,-(1§76) founcLa. plateau effect at

zanearli.er grade level in the, phonetically consistent Czech langUage. Once

_
a reader masters decoding skills to a .1 gig of automaticity, then that

.

factor beginst lose : its differential fUnction., As a -reader ,increases in

number of miscues gradually loses its .strength as an

di.tatottlonidiffeltent:141::;yalue?...
, , "

errOr4'. represent , a. relationship to

e- sample size of the

s'.

s.recognjtjon,yo_coyjary.., If the number of

,WOr S7-Aasett6n! the...word ...frequeriroy,Stuaies of -Carroll; Davies,, and Richman.
-70 , .

interacted, the word -recognition cr,iteria4suggested by 'POwell
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(-1013)', then it is possible to calculate the cumulative word corpus for

*a,Ch-grade level data available. If the calculation is made at the

.1$9,.1.0t,Where frsutration, level would begin, then the number of words that

..shOutd: form the base vocabulary. for a .given grade level can be
,-

cieterthince0-. - For example,_, at third grade level, a decreae in the error

:eartig-reg'uttS., in an,,increase ity sight :vocabulary by :about 275 words:

herefore; one oerror (oes make a difference. as each additional error

would rkeleq Oa crease. of sight vocabulary of approximately 250 to 300,

mords.

The ly0.S of inisCups'tPOt are counted. as errors in computing the

.word, recognition ratio makes a difference, too. The evidencefrom Dunkeld's
, _

'ttUtoy, .007W*01d indicate.,that

.,ciationS,,,s'ubtfttutions, unknown

,orily. insertiOs, omissions, mispronun-
,

words, and transpositions should be counted

The..incipsiOn,of repetttiOns,, self- corrections,
,

;4sitations, :or any other-:type of !...ymptOmatio, behaviOr does not enhance

e.:accurgy of -word recognition}- score. However, as,Dlay,'( f 02) has so

e'lea.HY indicated,the number of seif4correc,tions to, the totallember of

,error's are ',of diagnostic value in revealing he efficiency of processing

this.diagnoStic,Snsight, is:additional to the word recognitioii,

,SCore''iancr'dalseiiiatedr-Separately from it.

,re04144110,19r an informal reading

caulijOnart:Roy,needs...to apptied to the ,comprehension score on the

14.WY to he 4P,ullrii406score as:oinervation..
true irr tyo-thirds of the proto-

has been observed that symptoms (repetitions?,

,4444...4,44, .44 44



hesitations, -finger point, word-by-word reading, holding book too close,

etc.). are of diagnostic value only, during the first two years of the

learning to read koCess. (Duhkeld, 1970J After that point, the

temporarily inddced behavior fades into habituai46 and loses its diag-

.hestic SignificanCe.

toMprehension scoreSon-an informal 'reading, inventory has a differ-.
wY

ential Criteria in pr ir portion to the reducing effect-of word recognition.

SPISIAPS shown a -S'rong positive..,reiation,ihip between word recognition

,ang .comprehension. Ebri (197.8) finds children must "read words not only

accurately but also rapidly and with 'attention. (p. 18) Pace and
,

.Gotinkoff -(106) state that although some reading theorists argue that

.

accurate word recognition AS nct even necessary for the comprehension of

the text., they conclude :from their data. that if a word cannot be decoded

,readily, its -meaning tijaylt be Tetrieved and access of meaning will not

"o"ut- (Pt 765). "Comprehension may be IMPaired if too many words cannot

'bedecoded. readity.-." 766) keading comprenension, deficiency is at

*41)4ft:tally _attributed. tO failure to fully. identify a sufficient

number of .won. s ":dur,i'ng
-

Ata:giyeri Ih,,stUdies'by Markman. .(1077), and-:06ce (1978f clearly

level
- . ,

; comprehension laccuracy-acro'Ss grade levels.

grades fiai:te,,a leis e:tfecti*LOrforMande due to

arf, th40,g 0' -Y900§40w00- ,have- to 409010r' and
J. -4 .

rehetiston: sufficienc

bas4i*leVel can be establ fished

ffcjepCyl then -the relationship-between
.

.42
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a differential word recognition score should produce differential values

for comprehens4on4erformance.

Repeated performance om the same material produces less error on

successive readings. (Powell, 1973; Busboom, 1973; Page, 1975; Kasdon;

1970; Lowell, 1970.)4 There is a reduction factor which the second and

third reading of the material produces On the error effect. The second

. . ,

.
reading reduceserror in Oord_tdentAficatinn_and_comprehension-about ,g5

to ,33,percent; a third reading and 'other related practice further reduces

;/ .. A
.error another 15 to 17 percent, Coupled

.

ed with the error reducing 'effect of

-introducing vocabulary effectively priqr to the first reading, it is
"-

that effective teaching can transform a given piece of material

'from near frustrktiomlevel to Adependent level. Therefore, a different

set, of evaluative criteria is necessary for diagnosis (oral at sight)', a

.

developmental lesson (silent before oral), and the completion process of

,teaching a given selection.

The Criterion _Issue

The above characteristics of behavior should ti-6 reflected in

anY given set of criteria for evaluating reading performance. It is

obvious that a uniform triterion cannot be applicable to the conditions

of the mord recognition and comprehension process: A differential set of

vOues,is indicated for both word recognition and comprehension scores.

IhelettS,.(19461trtteria for the JO is by far the most widely used

0b09V41.1.4eting[reading befiaVier. While the Rats criteria ts

. , ,

applicable for a given grade range fourth) and under developmental con-
,

,2=1, ."-
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ditions at that level, it obviously cannot evaluate reading performance

. for the large number of readers outside that range or under different

conditions. A differential set of criteria is essential for different

levels and different conditions of reading. One set, no longer.will apply.

Yet2.when one reads° the descriptive accounts on the IRI in recent scholarly,

journals Or-,newly_rel'eaSed textbooks in reading, a traditional one non-

differential- set. Of criteria continues-tO be promulgated. As the frontier

:'editor. 'says fn the film: ihes.Man 'Who Shot ,Liberty Valance, "When therel5 a

":conflict between, the facts- 'and7the legend, we print the legend.""

To effectively evaluate reading behavior informally, three pieces of

information-must tiF' known and used for a reliable and-valid measure:. Cl)

__what to includei.n_effecting-thelcriteria; (2) what not to -include in the

,Or.:first,order'_evalUation; And (3) what baseline criteria from

trt-ii4`...0'f0m-.onne's decision aboUt7the quality of reading.

eve luatingAual ity of oral reading, the evidence_(Dunkel d, 1970)

suggests. that ,only errors );f insertions omissions, mispronunciations,

,siii(sttutionS, unknown i4ords,*and transpositions be included in determining

,they 4.04:1T:POOgnitioni,error .ratio. Errors of repetition; punctuation

;nameS and ,places., dfalecti and speech

defects StioUrd:,b treated as symptomatic type errors and not used to

effect the 41..ort4f0900:4ton. scare.: _ They may be recorded: for -secondary

b4';theji,=-shoul4 not in,Ofuled in:4etermining the

reading' No assumption should, be _Made that-although

N40.9*10Y2q:-070$04ii/AnL-OtwalmOght,010#011teribs,of
tneY..a-re,.,not but as; yet -no

.,

.0P



satisfactory method has been_ discovered to adequately weigh them properly.

Symptomatic type errors should not be used.to effect the determinati6n

of word recognition accuracy. Fluency errors and observable behavior errors

while distracting and probably desirable behaviors'to apply extinctioh_te,

are:not.primary determiners in assisting in:'predicting the correct level

%

Of/placement into instructional material.

The third essential item of information for measuring reading informally

ts to,have some framework or guidelines by which, to decide, when a reading

perferMance.is- moving toward the_unsatiSfactory end of the reading' con-

tinuum. Criteria can be applied along three dimensions: 'comprehension,

word reCognition, and symptomatic behaviors. These dimensions are important,

in that order, for determining the final decision as to the quality of

reading--A7discussion-of-each-critertuff-dimension deserves ttention.
,.

The comprehension dimerision is the most important of the three in

determining final placement. When comprehension drops below the criterion

fora given level, then it"matters not what happens on the other two

dimensions. The reading should end and a find judgement can be rendered.

The comprehension questions asked following a reading (oral or silent)

',should be varied according to type. There should be questions on a literal.
7 t

level, implied types of questions, questions on the vocabulary used in

that Passage, and questions requiring evaluative skill. In all instances,

the, questions should.be context dependent, i.e., answerable only by the

information base supp41:ted in the pasSage and dependent upon it. If the

questiOns Can ,beanswered,solOy by _prior experience orilowledge, then

xl:ia,4ing:comprehension inthat selection is not to have been measured.
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The criteriatfor comprehension by clustering reading levels -is given

in Table 1. There is a differential effect by level. and by condition*. in

materials at the r.sadabilityjevels. of grade's one and two a 55 percent

Place Tabl e' 1 About Here

criterion, is adequate for instructional placement when reading oral at
. .

sight j(diagnostiC funotion). For-difficulty _levels three, four, and five,

,60- percent is ,the minimum satisfactory_ level., and far readability levels

six or higher; a 65 percent criterion is essential to maintain qualityof

perforgiance.

These data are derived by interacting doze criterion scores,from the

gorrniiUthdata, .0972), the post oral' doze scores of Page (1975), the

maximum -Ooze reconstruction figures. (We'aVer; 1977), with the word recog-

.niti on. figures given -41-SO- -these scores

area quitedifferent frOin the traditional 75 percent criterion (which was

OPrtvgclfrem;,e0r1,3, school. b9,4rcIS' for examining, and licensing

:teachers e..,arbitrarilY cletermined), they are more realistic than the

.gbitrary-,PercenfageS.'Set Without :any,:particuiar,:precedent, A doze score

,,base :-'has -heeri,:.detefinitied,,by-readerst attiaalr,p,erforrmante. Extrapolating

them ;into- a dIfferentfal,-,Pertentage. framework provides a more realistic

ation :otn comps

erworc Tr,e004ni.ticin-Criteria.,,OV,en ,has previously been-
=

a'nd' I 913 and 1976) While the

given .in clusters-criter.:; .,-1-54.611-for ease of
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TABLE 1

,. .

Inforiiial Reading Inentory .
, .. .

., .

.
--Scoring Critelia By Perfotimance Level .,_

and' Condition . . r ,
. i

Diagnosis.

Instructional
Level'

2.

3.- .5
,

6+
-

'Developmental 0

Teaching,

Comp. W/R Comp:

80+
tr

85+

90+

k'esson
Evaluation!

W/R Comp %-

1/17 80+ . 1/17+

1./27+ 85+ '1/27+

. 1/35-F. 90+' 1/35+

1/80 = 1/16- -55-80

1/13 - 1/26° 60-85

1/i8 - 1/35 65-90

1/12 1/16 73-80

1/20 - 1/26 75 -.85

1/E - 1/36 80-53

Frustrgtion

0

1.- 2-,

'16<.

- ..,-,: y - ........

60;0/

1;11-

li19'- 75 -

65; 1/25' -
...far, ...C....a

iaverted to

Indepe tdnt

level
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,application in practice, it .should be remembered that each level of diffi-

. -CuItY ',hair its. own distinctive .criterion. figure, (See ,Powel 1 , 1970). The

.....,.
.readabllity,clusters are -for convenience only of closely related figures.

4,--

, '

tiqrg s break in the ,pattern-of scores between readability

Ievels two tand,t.tyree,and,. again between levels five and six. These natural

\hrea,ks, in reading, growth form-the 'cluster pattern' given in Table 1.

When .symptoms of diffitulty:are of,value (.in gr des one and two), one

- or two ssolito*40,-Prob,abtr representative of the inructional.,zone for

those children More symptoms present

the:, frustratiOn level, of reading 'while

:Sent 0`e indefiendenTt* reading leyel.

than that are likely to represent

no observable symptoms would repre-

. The initial task of measuring reading informally is to place the

reader into .material of the correct difficulty or readability level. This

tdecision-is first baSed- on quarititatiVe data.. Then an error analysis

.(McLeOd,;. 1,918;, Monroe,-;,71 932; Goodman and Burke 1972) is performed to make

analysis. Rerfetti,.Bell,, and Goldman (1976) make the general

,conclusion "that the differences connected with reading skills are quanti-

:thah.quattativ (p., hP- issue is not one of either-
ift44.:r `

r. .the..pUrpe-se ed the need .for -additional information

..-cOngreasting.,behavjor. which the data on a given reading

*ri6i.7.0.00.At4tOW00 41-A0Mqrlt-iimtededet:014iytik;AgoOtit4tiVe
. -

redcIes qualitative but both are necessary for an effective 'diagnosis of
-,

eha
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